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Product Description
Medium and high-end product independently 
developed by Launch.
Wide vehicle coverage, strong diagnostic functions, 
accurate diagnostic data, multiple special functions.
Support extension module: endoscope and anti-theft 
key matching



Product Description

X-431 PRO V4.0 is a medium and high-end product 

independently developed by Launch. It inherits many 

advantages of X-431 PRO series, such as wide vehicle 

coverage, strong diagnostic functions and accurate test 

data, realizing fault diagnosis for the whole car series and 

the whole system. It supports the diagnostic functions 

including Read DTCs, Clear DTCs, Read Data Streams, 

Actuation Test, Special Functions, Matching, Coding. In 

addition, it supports extension module: endoscope and anti-

theft key matching

"Intelligent diagnosis" technology, which integrates 

the application advantages of mobile Internet, is the first in 

the industry. It can automatically identify vehicle information 

and complete rapid diagnosis. Users can also check online 

vehicle maintenance records.
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Product Parameters



Product Appearance

PUSH TO PUSH design is adopted. 

The connector is easy to unplug and 

insert, not easy to lose.

TYPE C interface, more convenient 

operation, more stable charging



PRO V4.0 Host Parameters

Operating system: Android 7.0

CPU: 1.3GHz 4-core

Memory: 2G

Display screen: 8-inch high definition 1280×800

Storage: 32GB

Camera: rear 5 mega pixels

Weight: about 1.0 kg

Dimension: 226x203x43.6mm (length X width X height)

Working temperature: 0℃～50℃



DBScarIV Connector Parameters

Dimension: 58×47×24  mm 
(excluding plug)

Working voltage: 9V DC--18V DC

Test voltage: DC12V

Typical power consumption: ≤2W

Bluetooth type: BT4.0

Diagnostic mode: Bluetooth

Operating temperature: 0 ℃ to 50℃

Red indicator: red when connected to 

the power supply;

Blue indicator: blue in wireless Bluetooth 

mode

X-431 PRO V4.0 adopts the new DBScarIV diagnostic connector, which is stable and 
small in size. It is designed with push to push style and is more convenient to use. It 
uses the same connector for diagnosis and matching, and supports fault-tolerant 
CAN diagnosis. The detailed parameters are as follows:
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Operation Guide



Registration/Login, Activation, Upgrade

1 2 31

When the APP is started, it provides simple and user-friendly operation guidance.
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Product Functions
Intelligent diagnosis, traditional diagnosis, special functions, 
software upgrade, remote diagnosis, diagnostic records, 
diagnostic feedback, maintenance data, testable car models, 
etc.



Intelligent Diagnosis

Based on more than 20 years of automobile diagnostic technology, Launch takes the lead in putting forward the intelligent 

diagnosis technology. Through intelligent diagnosis, users can read vehicle information such as VIN quickly, view historical 

diagnostic records, and enter diagnosis quickly.



Traditional Diagnosis

Intelligent diagnosis cannot be used when network is unavailable. At this time, you can select traditional diagnosis and 

manually select car series and car model for test.



Special Functions

Support the following common special functions for most car models: service lamp reset, throttle matching, steering 

angle reset, brake pad reset, tire pressure reset, immobilizer matching, ABS bleeding, battery matching, tooth learning, 

injector coding, DPF regeneration



Diagnostic Functions – Accurate Diagnosis

Based on more than 20 years of automobile diagnosis technology, Launch developed original equipment for most of 

the domestic self-owned brand automobile factories, so that the DTCs, data streams, actuation test and other functions 

about the product diagnosis can reach the original level.



Diagnostic Functions - Data Stream and Waveform Recording and Playback

Data stream and waveform recording and playback can analyze the faults that only reoccur during driving and can 

quickly rectify car faults.



Software One-click Upgrade

Online and intelligent one-click upgrade for software.

To enjoy better functions and upgrade services, upgrade the software aperiodically.



Diagnostic Records

Local historical maintenance records are recorded so that you can view the diagnostic records and easily access the 

diagnosis system when you want to diagnose the car again.



Remote Diagnosis

Independently-developed remote diagnosis can realize real-time communication between equipment and equipment 

or between equipment and computer to complete remote diagnosis of vehicles, making it a reality for repair 

technicians to diagnose vehicles thousands of miles away.



Diagnostic Feedback

If the car model or function is abnormal in the diagnostic process, provide diagnostic logs and describe the problem to 

Launch. Then, there will be a specialized technician to track and deal with the problem in time.



Extension Module - Endoscope

Support endoscope extension module. Access the upgrade center, download and install the endoscope program, which 

can be used with the endoscope hardware.



Extension Module - Anti-theft Key Matching

Find the X431 G anti-theft key adapter in the personal center, bind Launch equipment to the X431 G adapter, and 
download the corresponding program according to the operation instructions.



Maintenance Data

Provide an over-10000 GB maintenance database for more than 1600 car models, containing circuit diagrams, 

maintenance manuals, maintenance cases, operation skills. You can online query the maintenance database at any time. 

Provide detailed DTC help, so that maintenance technicians can quickly rectify faults and improve diagnostic efficiency.



Testable Car Models

Provide various brands of testable car models, model years, systems, and functions for query.



Personal Center

Personal data center, containing My Report, VCI, VCI Management, Activate VCI, Firmware Fix, My News, Change 

Password, Settings, etc.



Thank you for watching.
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